Critical path method is a network based method premeditated for scheduling and organization of complex project in real world application. In this paper, a novel approach has been made to find the critical path in a directed acyclic graph, whose activity time is uncertain. The indistinguishable parameters in the network are represented by intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, instead of crisp numbers. A new procedure is proposed to find the optimal path, and an illustrative example is provided to validate the proposed approach.
Introduction
A constructed network is an imperative tool in the development and organizes a definite project execution. Network diagram plays a vital role in formative project-completion time. In real life situation vagueness may arise from a number of possible sources like: due date may be distorted, capital may unavailable weather situation may root several impediments. Therefore the fuzzy set theory can play a significant role in this kind of problems to handle the ambiguity about the time duration of deeds in a project network.
G.Liang and T.C.Han [6] proposed a fuzzy critical path for project networks. Elizabeth and L.Sujatha [5] discussed a critical path problem under fuzzy Environment. C.T Chen and S.F Huang [2] proposed a new model that combines fuzzy set theory with the PERT technique to determine the critical degrees of activities and paths, latest and earliest starting time and floats. S.H. Nasution [8] proposed a fuzzy critical path method by considering interactive fuzzy subtraction and by observing that only the non-negative part of the fuzzy numbers can have physical work. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, basic definitions of intuitionistic fuzzy set theory have been reviewed. Section 3, give procedures to find out the intuitionistic fuzzy critical path using an illustrative example .In section 4 the obtained results are discussed. Finally, in section 5 some conclusions are drawn.
Preliminaries

Definition: Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set
Let X be an Universe of discourse, then an Intuitionistic fuzzy set(IFS) A in X is given by A=    
, where the function 
Definition: Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number
An Intuitionistic fuzzy number
is said to be a trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number if its membership function and nonmembership function are given by 
are inverse functions of functions L and R respectively,
Then the graded mean integration representation of membership function and nonmembership function are, 
1.If Vµ(A)>Vµ(B) then A >B 2. If Vµ(A)<Vµ(B) then A< B 3. If Vµ(A)=Vµ(B)
then A equivalent B
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Critical Path Method
The following is the procedure for finding intuitionistic fuzzy critical path.
Notations
N= the set of all nodes in a project network. 
Procedure to Find Intuitionistic Fuzzy Critical Path
Step1: Construct a network G(V,E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Here G is an acyclic digraph and arc length or edge weight are taken as intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
Step 2: Expected time in terms of intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are defuzzified using equation 1 and 2 in the network diagram. Step3: Calculate earliest starting time for membership and non-membership functions ( ESTµij and ESTγij respectively) according to forward pass calculation given in equation (4) Step 4: Calculate earliest finishing time for membership and non-membership functions (EFTµij and EFTγij respectively ) using equation (5).
Step 5: Calculate latest finishing time-LFTµij and LFTγij -according to backward pass calculation given in equation (6) Step 6: Calculate latest starting time -LSTµij and LSTγij-using equation (7) Step 7: Calculate total float-TFµ and TFγ -using equation (8) Step 8: In each activity using (8) whenever one get 0 , such activities are called as intuitionistic fuzzy critical activities and the corresponding paths intuitionistic critical paths.
Illustrative example:
Consider a small network with 5 vertices and 6 edges shown in figure1, where each arc length is represented as a trapezoidal Intuitionistic fuzzy number 
